119 NO CAR PARKING SPACES - PROPOSED
115 NO CAR PARKING SPACES - EXISTING
POSSIBLE E- CAR CHARGE POINT
SELECTED BOLLARD
SELECTED BENCH
TACTILE PAVING
PUBLIC LIGHTING STANDARDS
PUBLIC LIGHTING STANDARDS + SQUARE ARRAYS
CONCRETE FOOTPATH
SELECTED BENCH
BUFF SANDSTONE FLAGS / SETTS
CONCRETE FOOTPATH
LOW SCREEN HEDGING
LOW SCREEN HEDGING
EXISTING LANDSCAPED AREA
NEW CAR PARKING AND EXISTING SERVICE ENTRANCE
SCREEN PLANTING AROUND PLANT-HOUSE
IMPRINTED TAR BLACK ROAD CROSSINGS
IMPRINTED TAR BLACK ROAD CROSSINGS
IMPRINTED TAR BLACK ROAD CROSSINGS
CONCRETE FOOTPATH
IMPRINTED TAR BLACK ROAD CROSSINGS